CHICAGO COALITION FOR THE HOMELESS
Fighting for the human right to housing since 1980

KUPJACK EXHIBITION
sponsorship opportunity
Mid 2013
Chicago Coalition for the Homeless is working with world renowned miniature room artist,
Henry Kupjack, to bring an exciting, one of a kind exhibit of his work to Chicago. The Kupjack
Exhibition will be the largest exhibition of his work ever displayed. There will be 72 rooms by the
Kupjack family depicting scenes spanning from ancient Rome to present day, including some
new rooms that have yet to be exhibited anywhere. None of the rooms in this collection have
been exhibited locally since 1986. The exhibition will take place in the center of downtown
Chicago. The exhibition is expected to attract between 180,000 – 250,000 visitors.

Small Rooms, Big Value
Sponsors may receive the following benefits:
 Logo recognition in a half hour documentary by Marc Vitalli, Segment Producer for WTTW
which will run concurrent to the exhibit.


Logo inclusion and mention in full promotional campaign will include print advertising, radio
spots, television coverage, social media, billboards, and exhibition signage.



Opportunity to host special sneak preview event for company clients and customers.



Complimentary tickets to the exhibition

Proceeds will benefit the Chicago Coalition for the Homeless
All profits from the exhibition, as well as the catalog and other commemorative merchandise will
benefit the Chicago Coalition for the Homeless (CCH).

For more information, please contact:
Michael Nameche, Director of Development
Phone: 312-641-4140
Email: michael@chicagohomeless.org
www.chicagohomeless.org
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About CCH
The Chicago Coalition for the Homeless (CCH) has been a local leader in the fight against
homelessness for over 30 years. CCH runs monthly outreach to homeless families,
unaccompanied youth, ex-offenders, prostitution survivors, and single adults, reaching more than
4,500 people per year. CCH is the leading Illinois non-profit crafting public policies that curb –
and one day, can end – homelessness for low- and moderate-income families. CCH pursues key
initiatives: to preserve a shelter safety net, secure more affordable housing and rents, boost
access to transitional job programs and support services, and create re-entry options and
alternatives to incarceration. CCH trains and empowers homeless people to advocate on all
these issues. CCH has the only law office in Illinois dedicated solely to serving homeless people,
with a focus on children and teens turned away by public schools or denied school services.
CCH accepts no government money so it can maintain an independent voice and objective
analysis of the issues.

Artist Profile
Henry Kupjack is a rare breed. Few artisans anywhere do what he
does, and only a handful with as much skill and style. Kupjack is a
miniaturist, but the description falls well short of indicating the
spectrum of his abilities. There are many professional miniaturists,
but most specialize in a particular genre, such as making furniture
or casting metal. Kupjack does it all; creating tiny, fascinating
worlds that are complete in every detail. He possesses an
encyclopedic knowledge of architectural history with a surgeon’s
dexterity and a set designer’s cunning. Kupjack’s Miniature Rooms
invoke a feeling of awe and childlike wonder in viewers of all ages. In these rooms, visitors can
find traces of their own lives, experiences, histories, and cultures. Kupjack’s rooms are so “real”,
you feel as if you are in the room. Astonishingly lifelike, it is really difficult to discern from photos
whether the rooms are miniatures or actual size. Kupjack uses 1 inch for every foot; a scale of
1:12. As to the mesmerizing effect of miniatures, Kupjack muses, “There is an innocence about
them. It’s like playing with a toy when you were a child, and you fill in whatever’s missing to make
a little world of your own.” -- Adapted from Art in Embassies—US Dept. of State ©2012
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Exhibition Highlights
This collection will be unparalleled, featuring rooms on loan from museums around the country
including: Naples Museum of Art, Palm Springs Art Museum, Illinois State Museum, The Forbes Galleries, and the Cantigny Museum. In addition, the collection will include rooms from twelve
prominent collectors, as well as some newer works that have never before been exhibited. This

Additional Facts about the Artist and his Work


The Kupjack name is the standard bearer in the world of miniatures. Within this community,
the Kupjack name is akin to Picasso or Van Gogh. People will travel from all over the world to
come see this exhibit!



Noted patrons and collectors of Kupjack miniature rooms are Mr. and Mrs. James Ward
Thorne (The Montgomery Ward Family), The Marshall Field Family, The Searle Family, Malcolm
Forbes, and Carol Kaye.



Bill and Hillary Clinton displayed Kupjack rooms at the White House the entire time President
Clinton was in office.



Other museums that have Kupjack miniature rooms on permanent display include and the
Phoenix Art Museum, the Baltimore Museum of Art, the Winterthur Museum of Decorative Arts
in Delaware, the Indianapolis Children`s Museum, and others.



There is a thriving global miniatures community of artisans, sellers, collectors, and other enthusiasts.



The Thorne Rooms exhibit, featuring 67 works by Eugene Kupjack, is already a top draw at the
Art Institute of Chicago.



There were three major miniatures conferences in the Chicago metropolitan area in April
2012 that attracted over 5,000 miniatures enthusiasts to the area in a six day period.

“When people come [to the museum], they look for American Gothic, for Sunday on the Grande
Jatte, and for The Thorne Rooms. They’re a hugely, hugely popular part of the museum.”
-Erin Hogan, Director of Communications of the Art Institute of Chicago,
Chicago Sun-Times article, Famed Rooms House Stories

